New approaches for the analysis of molecular recognition using the IAsys evanescent wave biosensor.
Trends in the analysis of molecular recognition using the IAsys evanescent wave biosensor are outlined. Diversification of sensor surface chemistry, an open cuvette format and the advent of robotics controlled by intelligent software are widening the range and throughput of applications. Analyses of binding and dissociation are now carried out across a wide spectrum of biomolecules, including protein, nucleic acid, carbohydrate and lipid. Determinations are obtained from a range of experimental formats. These include qualitative 'yes/no' screening assays, through semi quantitative ranking of kinetic association, dissociation and equilibrium constants for a family of binding partners, to deriving constants comparable with those which would be obtained in free solution. A dependence of the initial rate of biomolecular association on concentration allows analyte concentration to be measured--an increasingly common application class. This is often employed in situations where a rapid determination is required The ability to recover bound analyte from the sensor surface in sufficient amounts for subsequent characterization is opening up new routes to the parallel analysis of structure and function.